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The Facebookgroup: ”Source criticism”, ”fake news” and 
fact-checking (in the digital world)

”Källkritik, fake news och faktagranskning”

-Administrator Mathias 
Cederholm + three moderators

-Spinoff from my work att Alle 
fonti (research, education etc)

-Started summer 2017

-Today ca 18.8 K members 
(teachers, librarians, 
journalists, scholars etc, and 
also from broader public)

-Ca 13 000 posts, so far



  

An experiment – change over time 1

1) Create a forum for discussion about "fake news", digital literacy (”source 
criticism”), media critique and media literacy etc.

2) A spinoff from my own monitoring of the topics, inspired by "scientist-Twitter". 
The group has largely been my "public notebook" (I do about 80-90% of the 

posts)

3) Connect networks of stakeholders and professionals who work with the 
topics (teachers, librarians, journalists, researchers, etc.). Rarely professional 

threads, why we have started a more specialized group - MIL in School.

4) Build a bank of knowledge and learning resources
a. but how do that in a Facebook group with a constant flow of new content?

b. posts have different reach, some reach 500 members, others reach 15,000



  

An experiment – change over time 2

5) Initially much focus on crowdsourced fact-checking, analysis etc.
- difficult when a group grows, challenging moderation.

-can work well in small groups with clear rules and careful moderation
(many want to help, there is a lot of expertise "out there")

- with a large group also follows greater ethical responsibility for what is shared, 
"think like a publisher"

6) Different content - very different engagement
Current events, concrete examples, engage much more than guides and 

discussions about tools, guides, learning resources, reports / studies, etc.  
"Triggering" content engages but necessitates moderation (= the group itself 

illustrates some problems with social media)

7) It has become more difficult to use Facebook when discussing some of 
our topics

Problematic links, pictures, words, hashtags, etc. can, for example, be deleted 
by Facebook, the administrator has been punished a few times. The group is 

increasingly focusing on legitimate "meta" content.



  

”Source criticism” 2.0 So many topics

● MIL (media- and information
literacy) and critical thinking

● Starting point, often, First Draft's
model "Information disorder"

● "Fake news", (digital) literacy / source 
criticism, navigating a media landscape

● (Digital) propaganda (Comprop),
algorithms, astroturfing etc.

● Hate, online extremism, toxic content

● Conspiracy theories, pseudoscience
vs scientific knowledge

● Media ethics

● “Factual resistance” / cognitive bias



  

The guides as of today:
1 Science - pseudoscience (and conspiracy theories), science literacy (very 

relevant during the infodemic 2020-2021)
2 Memes, image analysis (qualitative, digital)

3 Polarization, 4 The Post Truth Society
5 Tools, resources, etc. (guides, learning resources etc)

6 Journalism, "alternative media", media ethics
7 Hate, toxic content, extremism, moderation

8 Why do you fall for ...? (and how to strengthen resilience?) Cognition, bias, 
etc.

9 MIL abilities, skills
10 Sweden as an example

11 Technology and man - algorithms, AI, manipulation, data / ethics etc.
12 Examples from the various platforms of Information Disorder

13 What can be done? Reports m.m.
14 Rhetoric, "dog whistling", "trolling" etc
15 Coronavirus - Covid-19, 16 Wikipedia

17 Misinformation, fact checkers, IFCN, platforms' actions
18 Book Tips

19 Definitions of "fake news" etc.
20 Vaccine



  

The Feed

- Today, often, the information comes to you. Push, rather than pull. 
Your attention constantly targeted. And ”information overload”.

-Different types of information are equated in feeds and distribution 
(traditional news, popular culture, bloggers, jokes, advertising, click baits, 

propaganda, conversations, ”culture wars”, influence operations, etc.).

-The news media's traditional "gatekeeper" function in public 
conversation has almost been abolished.

-The focus must now be on identifying different types of information 
in the feed, how they are used, their dissemination, what drives / 

amplifies (economically, technically, politically, psychologically, etc.) -

Motive / Intention - Cognitive factors - Algorithms – Manipulation 
etc.



  

With a new digital world, and social media, everyone becomes a:

● Journalist – We must assess / examine sources critically, but should 
also reflect on ourselves, our reactions, in new ways.

● - digital literacy /”source criticism”, ”source trust”, critical 
search literacy, information literacy, science literacy, social 
and emotional literacy

● Publisher/editor - We need to consider what is reasonable to write, 
share. ”News values” and ”newsworthy”. Reflect on ethical and legal 
boundaries. A media ethical approach.

● - use media / news literacy reflexively

● Propagandist - every sharing, liking, comment, etc. is an 
"intervention" towards other people in a semi-public sphere. 

- also affects algorithms, click statistics, etc.
● At the same time, these actions are coveted by others, for economic, 

social, psychological or political reasons.



  

There are many new
guides, checklists,
games, online courses
etc.

Example – infographic
from EAVI (transl. to
17 languages)



  

First Drafts ”Information disorder” 1



  

First Drafts ”Information disorder” 2
Ex. disinformation can be redistributed as misinformation, or the opposite



  

First Draft



  

First Drafts ”Information disorder” 3
Intent – Audience – Interpretation etc



  

”Lateral reading” (Stanford-
Group), and SIFT 
(Michael Caulfield)
”The Truth is in the 
Network”

To work like a ”fact 
checker”

Can be applied and trained
in most school subjects,
for example



  

Fact-checkers often 
better att evaluating sources 
online than eg professional 
historians. ”Lateral reading”.

Four moves – SIFT
Mike Caulfield

”The truth is in the 
network”



  

To try to find the ”simple”
approches.

Sam Wineburg, leading the Stanford 
History Education
Group



  

”Check Yourself with Lateral Reading: Crash Course Navigating Digital Information #3”
13 min. Good series of videos overall, from MediaWise / CrashCourse

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzDGNxNrsxI86tt6nJqQQrxhcVzk9RL-j

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzDGNxNrsxI86tt6nJqQQrxhcVzk9RL-j


  

Unesco's new curriculum MIL 2021 (prel.)



  



  

WHO - ”infodemic” (two waves – pandemic and vaccines)
https://www.who.int/health-topics/infodemic#tab=tab_1

”An infodemic is too much information including false 
or misleading information in digital and physical 
environments during a disease outbreak. It causes 
confusion and risk-taking behaviors that can harm 
health. It also leads to mistrust in health authorities 
and undermines the public health response. An 
infodemic can intensify or lengthen outbreaks when 
people are unsure about what they need to do to protect 
their health and the health of people around them. With 
growing digitization – an expansion of social media and 
internet use – information can spread more rapidly. 
This can help to more quickly fill information voids 
but can also amplify harmful messages.”



  

”The Infodemic” - the pandemic brought to the fore a number of 
issues concerning information and media use

- Poor, unclear, difficult-to-interpret and fast-moving state of knowledge / 
research.

- Fear, anxiety, insecurity, vulnerability (sometimes political anger) - affect 
people's information behavior.

- "Collective sensemaking" - people seek information, help, on social media. 
Example - many "corona groups" on Facebook. Risk of speculation, rumors, 
etc.

- A number of actors, many of them unserious, gather around the same 
subject. "Perfect storm"

- A global information event. Lots of content, rumors, statements, narratives 
spread quickly between countries / languages. Almost impossible to 
monitor / respond in a small country like Sweden. Necessary use of 
international resources.



  

”Data deficits” (or ”content gaps”)

Example – the covid-19 pandemic

- Great demands for credible information – about the pandemic's origin; 
medical treatments; later, public policy, etc.

- Unclear and / or fast-moving research / knowledge situation

- Tendency to "collective sensemaking" - speculation, rumors, that low quality 
sources / bad actors amplify. Effect – search results exist but they are 
misleading, confusing, false or otherwise harmful. 

- Great demands on information providers - reporters, fact checkers, 
governments, health bodies, to identify the deficits, and fill them with credible 
information that citizens can find

   https://firstdraftnews.org/long-form-article/data-deficits/



  

”Data void”

- Situations where few or no search results exist for certain search terms

- New or unusual words, phrases. And no established definition.

- Can be exploited by bad actors. Eg. they can coin new words/phrases, make 
them trend, create curiosity, and lure traffic to their own ”alternative world” of 
web sites tec.

- Can be manipulated during ”breaking news”.

- Probably more frequent in smaller languages.



  

Search Soros+Greta
Aug 18, 2019

”Nya Tider” 2 results in top.



  

”Data void” - Arabiska partiet sep 2020



  

Source 
criticism 2.0

”Who?”

Can be 
several 

consecutive 
senders - 

”Information 
disorder”

Analysis of 
spread and 
networks

Tools:
Hoaxy,
Social 

bearing



  

”May 1” Stockholm 2021
CrowdTangle plugin – link checker



  

Video for May 1, with Bossche



  

”World Freedom Alliance” - international network against 
restrictions and vaccines, with swedish base.

Typical article in alternative  
”Vaken” - May 7, 2021, shared in 

Facebookgroups/pages:
Din kommande pension!

Vi som kräver en folkomröstning om fortsatt 
invandring till Sverige

 ����SverigeÄrFullt ����
Vaken.se

Vi som står upp för Jimmie Åkesson
Stoppa Islamiseringen Av Sverige

#Sverigeupproret#
Trump Team Sweden

Åtala de ansvariga för landsförräderi!
Katerina Janouch - journalistik och debatt

Vi som vill arrestera och lagsöka den kriminella 
svenska regimen även retro

MORAL MOT MISSBRUK av MAKT
Sveriges folk kräver yttrandefrihet och demokrati

Sanningen
Stockholmare för ett suveränt Sverige - 

Demonstrera Mera!
Sverige först Gör Sverige lagom igen

Wake Up Sweden 2.0
Revolution Sverige

Föreningen Cui Bono
Rakkaudesta Suomeen ry

AGE OF TRUTH TV (Official Group)
De Fria - Facebookgruppen

Støttegruppe for president Donald J. Trump. USA
(verktyg CrowdTangle)



  

Example – new research
- Lots of research studies of varying quality are produced.

- More startling results get a lot of attention in traditional news media. But do they 
reflect the state of research? May be exacerbated in traditional media by 
sensationalist headlines, with the better article text behind the paywall.

- New forms of publication increase "information disruption". Unreviewed preprints, 
studies in ”predatory journals”, as well as outright misinformation are easily 
accessible, free and easy to spread digitally. Often viral and difficult to put in context for 
the average user. Serious studies, as well as qualitative science journalism - often 
behind a paywall.

- Individual researchers "debate" on social media, on Youtube, in blogs, in opinion 
articles. Difficult for media users to interpret whether it is part of an actual scientific 
conversation, or dissenting voices. Utilized e.g. of the anti-vaccine movement.

- Science literacy (and so-called source trust) is a factor in media- and information 
literacy. But on supply-side also discussion about clarifying the status of scientific 
publications, with clear pedagogical labeling.

- The individual is forced to "harbor uncertainty". Science does not have quick, easy 
answers. But many bad actors "offer" answers.



  

How can the media consumer evaluate news media?

- MIL (news literacy)
- What distinguishes serious news media?
- What is a good, responsible journalistic way of working?
- What is press / media ethics?

Unfortunately, we often get negative answers from students if these 
questions are raised in school

- Accustomed, acquired knowledge of qualitative sources - in the past 
you often had your own "map" of more important news media. But they 
were few.

- In Sweden the press ethics system has been a facilitating tool.
With the new expanded media ethics system, complexity increases

- Now many, many news media sites in most users' news feeds, both 
Swedish and international. Difficult to evaluate.

- Many new types of digital news media



  

”Junk news” - Oxford Internet Institute (OII)

- refers to various forms of propaganda and ideologically extreme, hyper-
partisan, or conspiratorial political news and information

- The term includes news publications that present verifiably false content as 
factual news

- Frequently, attention-grabbing techniques are used, such as lots of pictures, 
moving images, excessive capitalization, personal attacks, emotionally charged 

words and pictures, populist generalizations, and logical fallacies.

- It presents commentary as news

- The term refers to a publisher overall, i.e. based on content that is typically 
published by a publisher, rather than referring to an individual article

https://newsaggregator.oii.ox.ac.uk/methodology.php



  

Countermedia
- From a Finnish research project. Some "alternative media" are in the process of 
professionalisation - the question of "fake news" should be put aside.

- Is about identity building rather than information. A kind of "counterworld" is 
constructed.

- Often based on real news events and real facts, but with strong angles / biases. 
Moves boundaries of language that is considered acceptable.

- ”The problem is that they use the facts that are most appropriate for their agenda. 
They constantly deny this while accusing the established media of hiding the facts.“ 
Narrow and ideologically biased news selection.

- Wants to “create a sense of belonging (…) by inflating polarization and create 
internal enemy images”. The own group is presented as excluded (without 
representation). The image of standing against an elite, an establishment, etc. 
maintained consistently. Knowledge institutions are considered as part of this.

- The project also worked with terms such as “counterknowledge” and 
“reinformation”.
”Glöm pratet om “fake news” – synen på alternativa medier måste nyanseras”, 5 nov 2019, https://www.helsinki.fi/sv/aktuellt/nordisk-
valfard/glom-pratet-om-fake-news-synen-pa-alternativa-medier-maste-nyanseras



  

Tools to navigate a media landscape – ex. Ad Fontes (v. 
4.0)



  

Media Bias /Fact 
Check



  



  

Protected article on Wikipedia
”extended-confirmed-protected”



  

The topics of the Infodemic - COVID19MisInfo.org
https://covid19misinfo.org/covid-19-claim-types/



  

Conspiracy theory literacy?

From
”Konspirationsteorier och
covid-19: mekanismerna
bakom en snabbväxande
Samhällsutmaning”

MSB / Andres Önnerfors, 2021



  

First Draft examined 14 million vaccin posts on social media the summer 2020 
(eng, sp, fr) and compiled the six most frequent topics for the most viral ones. 

Report ”Under the surface”
https://firstdraftnews.org/long-form-article/under-the-surface-covid-19-vaccine-narratives-misinformation-and-data-deficits-on-social-

media/



  

The 500 vaccine posts on norwegian Facebook with most 
interaction, Nov 15, 2019-Nov 15, 2020. Faktisk.no

https://www.faktisk.no/artikler/o8K/konspirasjonsteorier-dominerer-vaksinediskusjonen-pa-facebook



  

”Rather than being completely fabricated, much of the misinformation in our 
sample involves various forms of reconfiguration where existing and often true 

information is spun, twisted, recontextualised, or reworked”
 From 'Types, sources, and claims of COVID-19 

misinformation', Reuters Institute, april 2020
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/types-sources-and-claims-covid-19-misinformation



  

”In terms of sources, top-down misinformation from politicians, celebrities, and 
other prominent public figures made up just 20% of the claims in our sample but 

accounted for 69% of total social media engagement. While the majority of 
misinformation on social media came from ordinary people, most of these posts 

seemed to generate far less engagement.”
 From 'Types, sources, and claims of COVID-19 

misinformation', Reuters Institute, april 2020
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/types-sources-and-claims-covid-19-misinformation



  

EIP on ”super spreaders” of disinformation in the 
presidential election in US 2020.



  

NewsGuard Oct 2020



  

The big ”antivaxx”-
influencers

The report ”The 
Disinformation Dozen”, 
March 2021, from CCDH 
(Center for Countering 
Digital Hate)

”the 20 anti-vaxxers with the largest 
followings account for over two-
thirds of this totalcross-platform 
following of 59.2 million.
”Analysis of anti-vaccine content 
posted to Facebook over 689,000 
times in the last two months shows 
that up to 73 percent of that content 
originates with members of the 
Disinformation Dozen of leading 
online anti-vaxxers.”

https://www.counterhate.com/disinformat
iondozen



  

CCDH report Dec 2020

”Forget Individual Anti-Vaxx 
Memes”

”5. Expose the methods and 
motives af anti-vaxxers, not the 
content of their narratives.”



  

Mike Caulfield:
- Many types of misinformation and conspiracy theories (not least during the 
infodemic) are extremely predictable and function almost like memes

- The same old pieces of the puzzle (narrative) are constantly reused, and are 
probably better dealt with by pointing to these, and to which actors are behind, 
than by putting time and effort into examining each new specific statement

(but where can the citizen find presentations of these narratives?)

”2021’s misinformation will look a lot like 2020’s (and 2019’s, and…)”

https://www.niemanlab.org/2020/12/2021s-misinformation-will-look-a-lot-like-2020s-and-2019s-and/



  

Examples of specialized "debunking" and fact checks
2020 major investments in fact checks of corona and vaccine claims
Ex. CoronaVirusFacts/DatosCoronaVirus Alliance Database, international 

database with +12 000 fact checks. Also ex. https://www.disinfo.eu/coronavirus, 
WHO och many national authorities.

Scientists review health / medical claims
Health Feedback http://healthfeedback.org/ 

Reviews of climate claims
Climate Feedback https://climatefeedback.org/ , Carbon Brief 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/ 198 klimatmyter https://skepticalscience.com/argument.php

Conspiracy theories, pseudo science, Covid misinformation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_misinformation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspiracy_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_conspiracy_theories

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_topics_characterized_as_pseudoscience 

Current research and resources, international network - COMPACT 
[Comparative Analysis of Conspiracy Theories https://conspiracytheories.eu/

https://www.disinfo.eu/coronavirus
http://healthfeedback.org/
https://climatefeedback.org/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/
https://skepticalscience.com/argument.php


  

The CoronaVirusFacts/DatosCoronaVirus Alliance Database

-Collaboration between 
fact checkers in +70 

countries, +40 languages 
(IFCN). All articles have 

english summaries.

-Over 12 000 fact checks 
on pandemic and vaccine 

claims 2020-2021

-Search on Bill Gates May 
9, 2021, almost 200 hits



  

Googles ”Fact Check Explorer”

-Google's tool for 
searching fact checks

-Search ”Bill Gates” Oct 
6, 2020, ca 200 hits



  

Ex. Wikipedia ”COVID-19 
misinformation”

Extended confirmed protection



  

Wikipedia
● The large platforms are increasingly leaning towards Wikipedia as a 

reference, in case users want to review material.

● Wikipedia is increasingly collaborating with knowledge institutions, etc. 2020 
also WHO (information in connection with the covid pandemic). Some topics 
(eng. Wikipedia), in particular medicine, are monitored and edited by experts. 
In some subjects, articles are produced at universities so that they can be used 
as course literature. Librarians worldwide monitor and completes references.

● (Eng.) Wikipedia has more and more in-depth articles with assessments of 
news media, and draws up rules about which are suitable / unsuitable to use in 
the references. Similar methods for Swedish W. are currently being discussed.

● Schools, in some countries, are increasingly using Wikipedia in their 
teaching - students get to learn the editing rules, write themselves and 
practice fact-checking, etc.

● ”Wikipedia literacy” increasingly important. How to evaluate W-articles? There 
are good learning resources esp. in English.



  

New educational opportunities

Educational network analysis
- Pupils / students investigate conversations and statements on social media about 

complex scientific issues (GMOs, vaccines, etc.).
Network analysis with digital mapping tools (Who says what?)

-Abilities such as: digital competence, media literacy (eg different media types and text 
genres), source criticism and digital network analysis, argumentation analysis / rhetoric and 

science literacy

Anne Solli "Handling socio-scientific controversy:Students' reasoning through digital inquiry" 2019

Game-based learning
Example: "Bad News", (DROG in collaboration with researchers at Cambridge University), 

tested in several countries/languages -to "vaccinate", "inoculate" oneself against 
propaganda / disinformation through information and training

-place the user / student in the same position as an internet troll, an influencer, etc. Players 
use six different strategies for disinformation: imitation, emotion, polarization, conspiracy 

theories, discredit and trolling.

https://badnewsgame.se/

https://badnewsgame.se/


  

Who should do what?

Many challenges, and opportunities.

How much responsibility can we ultimately place on the individual?

Sonia Livingstone (prof. vid LSE):
“Responsibilising” the individual. (…) the call for media literacy and 

education to solve the problems of digital platforms tends, however 
inadvertently, to task the individual with dealing with the explosion of 

complexities, problems and possibilities of our digital society (…) it is the 
individual who must wise up, becoming media-savvy, rise to the challenge. 

Since, of course, the individual can hardly succeed where governments cannot, 
the politics of media literacy risks not only burdening but also blaming the 

individual for the problems of the digital environment."

Media literacy: what are the challenges and how can we move towards a solution? 25 okt 2018
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mediapolicyproject/2018/10/25/media-literacy-what-are-the-challenges-and-how-can-we-

move-towards-a-solution/



  

Time left?



  

Resources for responding to vaccine disinformation

The COVID-19 Vaccine 
Communication Handbook

https://hackmd.io/@scibehC19vax/home

Sw. transl..
Kommunikationshandbok för vaccin 

mot covid-19
https://hackmd.io/@scibehC19vax/lang-sv

https://hackmd.io/@scibehC19vax/home


  

Exempel på resurser - ”Handbok i 
debunkning 2020”. Övers./utg. 

VoF https://www.vof.se/resurser/



  

Handbook in how to respond to conspiracy theories



  

”Trumpet of Amplification” (First Draft) + ”Participatory 
disinformation” (Kate Starbird) or perhaps ”Participatory Identity 

building”
Tänk ”alternativmedier” intill Prof.Media.



  

”The Trumpet” in another shape. Comp. 
”Participatory disinformation” EIP final report 2021



  

Ongoing work by Kate Starbird – from EIP.
https://twitter.com/katestarbird/status/1390408145428643842



  

Recurring topics today

- Examples current discussions (from research) ”bringing back the human”- 
how strengthen resilience and critical attitude? How do users (cognition, 
behavior) interact with algorithms, each other etc? Can you change the design 
of the platforms to support users?

E.g. Brendan Nyhan's new study, mentioned NYT May 7th

1) our pursuit of group affiliation, problem: e.g. polarization 
2) high-profile politicians etc. push followers (influencer mechanism)
3) the mechanisms of social media - we are rewarded, and reward each other, 
for content creating attention (regardless of content)

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/07/world/asia/misinformation-disinformation-fake-news.html , 
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/15/e1912440117 



  

Typical themes:
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